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We obtain the lower bound on a variant of the common problem of
dimensionality reduction. In this version, thedataset is projectedon
to a k dimensional subspace with the property that the ﬁrst k − 1
basis vectors are ﬁxed, leaving a single degree of freedom in terms
of basis vectors.
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1. Introduction
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [1] is a popular method to perform dimensionality reduction
of datasets. Over the years, several extensions/variants of PCA have been introduced. Probabilistic PCA
[4], for example, models PCA as a latent variable estimation problem which is useful in cases where
we would like to obtain the PCA vectors for missing data. Kernel PCA [5] on the other hand is useful
where principal components exist in a higher dimensional kernel space.
We consider a variant of the problem where we seek to project the dataset onto a k dimensional
space for which k − 1 basis vectors are already known/selected. The problem is reduced to ﬁnd the
kth basis vector for the k dimensional space that minimizes the distance between the dataset and its
projection which ultimately reduces to a quadratic fractional programming problem.
A lemma is derived ﬁrst that expresses the problem in a simpliﬁed form and thereafter we derive
a lower bound on the projection error. Theorem 2.2 is the ﬁnal result.
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2. Error in orthogonal projection
Let A be an n × m matrix representing m points in a n dimensional space. We would like to ﬁnd a
matrix Y (n × k, n k) of rank k, on the range of which we would like to orthogonally project these
points. Representing Y in a block notation, wewrite it as [X, x]where the blockmatrix X (n × (k − 1))
is a constant and the column vector x is variable. Error after projecting these data points is represented
as the sum of squares of the L2 distance of the data points to their orthogonal projections on this
space. Because the orthogonal projection matrix on the range of Y is YY †, the error can be given by
‖A − YY †A‖2F .
Deﬁnition. ai is the ith column vector of matrix A. The orthogonal projection matrix for the range
of matrix X is given by XX† [3, Deﬁnition 2.52, p. 57] where X† is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse.
‖X‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix X, ‖x‖2 is the L2 norm of a vector x. R(X) is the range
of matrix X .
Lemma 2.1
min
x∈Rn\R(X) ‖A − [X, x][X, x]
†A‖2F = ‖(I − XX†)A‖2F − max
x∈Rn\R(X)
xT (I − XX†)AAT (I − XX†)x
xT (I − XX†)x .
Proof. Since x is not linearly dependent on the column vectors of X (x ∈ Rn\R(X)), we have from
Greville’s theorem [2]:
[X, x]† =
⎡
⎢⎣X†
(
I − xxT (I−XX†)‖(I−XX†)x‖2
)
xT (I−XX†)
‖(I−XX†)x‖2
⎤
⎥⎦ . (1)
Using (1) to compute YY †:
YY† = [X, x][X, x]†
= XX†
(
I − xx
T (I − XX†)
‖(I − XX†)x‖2
)
+ xx
T (I − XX†)
‖(I − XX†)x‖2
= XX† + (I − XX
†)xxT (I − XX†)
‖(I − XX†)x‖2 .
Let
w = (I − XX†)x
‖A − YY †A‖2F =
∥∥∥∥∥A −
(
XXT + ww
T
wTw
)
A
∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
=
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥ai −
(
XX† + ww
T
wTw
)
ai
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
=
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥
(
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)
ai
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
=
m∑
i=1
((
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)
ai
)T (
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)
ai
=
m∑
i=1
aTi
(
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)T (
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)
ai.
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Since,
(
I − XX† − wwT
wTw
)
is an orthogonal projector (YY † is an orthogonal projector and therefore
I − YY † is an orthogonal projector too [3, Theorem 2.8, p. 38]. Using hermitian and idempotent
properties of projector ((I − YY †)T = I − YY † and (I − YY †)2=I − YY † respectively), we get:
m∑
i=1
aTi
(
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)T (
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)
ai
=
m∑
i=1
aTi
(
I − XX† − ww
T
wTw
)
ai
=
m∑
i=1
aTi (I − XX†)ai −
m∑
i=1
aTi
wwT
wTw
ai
=
m∑
i=1
aTi (I − XX†)T (I − XX†)ai −
m∑
i=1
wTaia
T
i w
wTw
= ‖(I − XX†)A‖2F −
wTAATw
wTw
.
The ﬁrst term is a constant and therefore to ﬁnd the minimum of ‖A − YY †‖2F we need to ﬁnd the
maximum for w
TAATw
wTw
. Since w = (I − XX†)x and (I − XX†) is idempotent, this becomes:
xT (I−XX†)AAT (I−XX†)x
xT (I−XX†)x . 
Theorem 2.2
min
x∈Rn\R(X) ‖A − [X, x][X, x]
†A‖2F = ‖(I − XX†)A‖2F − λmax,
where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix (I − XX†)AAT (I − XX†).
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 to get the minimum for the error in projection, we need to ﬁnd:
max
x∈Rn\R(X)
xTPAATPx
xTPx
, (2)
where P = (I − XX†). Note, that this is the Rayleigh quotient of the generalized eigenvalue problem
PAATPx = λPx. If P was a positive deﬁnite matrix then the quotient ranges between minimum and
maximum eigenvalues. However, P is a projection matrix and only positive semi-deﬁnite.
Since P is a projection matrix, its both hermitian and idempotent. Therefore PAATP is hermitian
(PAATP = PAATPT ) and has a set of orthonormal eigenvectors which form a basis in Rn. Writing the
eigenvectors of PAATP as ν1, ν2, . . . , νk, . . . , νn,the associated eigenvalues as λ1, λ2, . . . , λk, . . . , λn
and denoting inner products between a vector a and a vector b as 〈a, b〉, we can write a vector Px
as:
Px =
n∑
k=1
〈Px, νk〉νk.
Multiplying both sides by PAATP:
(PAATP)Px =
n∑
k=1
〈Px, νk〉PAATPνk.
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Since P is idempotent and νk is the eigenvector of PAA
TP, we can write:
PAATPx =
n∑
k=1
〈Px, νk〉λkνk (3)
Since P is idempotent and hermitian, we can write xTPAATPx as xTPTPAATPx which is 〈Px, PAATPx〉
xTPAATPx = xTPTPAATPx
= xTPT (PAATPx)
= xTPT
⎛
⎝ n∑
k=1
λk〈Px, νk〉νk
⎞
⎠
=
n∑
k=1
λk〈Px, νk〉xTPTνk
=
n∑
k=1
λk〈Px, νk〉〈Px, νk〉
=
n∑
k=1
λk〈Px, νk〉2
 λmax
n∑
k=1
〈Px, νk〉2
= λmax〈Px, Px〉
= λmaxxTPTPx
= λmaxxTPx (4)
P = (I − XX†) is the projector matrix for the orthogonal complement space ofR(X). Therefore for
non-zero x, Px = 0 only if x ∈ R(X). Since, the domain of x excludesR(X), Px /= 0.
We can write xTPx as:
xTPx = xTPTPx = ‖Px‖.
Since Px is non-zero therefore, ‖Px‖ or xTPx is non-zero.
Applying (4) in (2) and since the denominator xTPx is non-zero:
xTPAATPx
xTPx

λmaxx
TPx
xTPx
= λmax (5)
Putting this into the expression got from Lemma 2.1, we obtain our ﬁnal result which is Theorem 2.2.

3. Conclusion
Theorem 2.2 is the main result which gives a lower bound on the distance between a dataset and
its orthogonal projection on a “constrained” subspace.
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